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2

Present assessment is considered to analysis flow as well as heat characteristics of steady, thermal slip flow
of three-dimensional Casson fluid embedded in a porous medium with internal heat generation. Geometry of
the present analysis is linearly stretched surface. Later, all the PDEs corresponding to the study are altered
to set of nonlinear equations ODEs by means of appropriate similarity transformations. An efficient numerical
scheme of spectral relaxation method (SRM) is applied to solve the nonlinear ordinary system. Variations
of Nusselt number, temperature, velocity, and local skin friction coefficient with fluid parameters exhibited by
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problems compare with general methods.
InAmerican
this study,
to improve
the precision and accuracy of the SRM
by Ingentamethod as well as outcomes is checked with
successive over-relaxation (SOR) strategy isDelivered
utilized. Proposed
the comparison. A sensible connection is acquired between the current outcomes and accessible outcomes in
writing. Some of the observations are skin friction coefficient raises and velocities decreases by the magnetic
field strength. Skin friction and Local Nusselt number at the surface is more pronounced for non-Newtonian
case than that of Newtonian case.
KEYWORDS: Spectral Relaxation Method, Casson Fluid, Thermal Slip, MHD.

1. INTRODUCTION
Many researchers attracted to investigation the analysis of
heat exchange of 3D boundary-layer flows over a continuously stretching as well as heated surface because
of their notable applications in various fields like food
stuff processing, chemical processing equipment, polymer processing, extrusion processes, fiber coating and heat
exchangers design. To receive some knowledge about the
process, heat transport and momentum analysis inside the
fluid on a stretched surface is required. In early days, flow
of boundary-layer through a continuous solid surface moving with a continuous velocity is considered by Sakiadis.1
Thermal aspect of the issue was considered by Erickson
et al.2 as well as experimental verification was done by
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Tsou et al.3 Later, this work1 extended by Crane4 by considering the geometry of stretching plate.
Casson fluid is very important non-Newtonian fluid
by its rheologic attributes.5–8 Some important points are
reported by authors9 10 by considering the various geometries and various effects by taking the Casson fluid as
working fluid. Dual solutions related to Casson flow over
a shrinking or stretching sheet are found by Kameswaran
et al.11 and also initiate the nature of mass, heat exchange
and skin friction by using Casson parameter. Heat transfer corresponding to flow of Casson fluid over a porous
shrinking sheet together by means of the effect of viscous
dissipation within boundary layer analyzed by Qasima and
Noreen12 and exhibited the existence of dual solutions.
Convective conditions of Casson nanofluid flow with viscous dissipation analyzed by Hussain et al.13 and in their
study they find out many observations out that one observation are that for Casson parameter effect temperature
profile diminishes. It is seen that Casson fluid flow over
2169-432X/2021/10/058/009
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2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Assume 3D incompressible, steady, and electrically conducting non-Newtonian fluid flow over a stretching sheet
and obeying Casson fluid model. The heat transfer with
slip flow is considered. Also, stretched sheet considered
J. Nanofluids, 10, 58–66, 2021

Fig. 1.

Physical model of the system.
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non-linear stretchable surface is superior to Newtonian
with linear velocities (Fig. 1) u1 = ax, u2 = by along xyplane, correspondingly. Where a b are constants. Rheofluid to control the temperature is recognized by Ullah
14
15
logical equation related to a Casson isotropic fluid flow
et al. Mabood et al. heat transfer examination is conis16–17
ducted by considering the effect of thermal radiation of
⎧ 

Casson fluid flow in porous medium over moving surface
pz
⎪
⎪
2 B + √
eij   > c
⎪
and the heat transmission rate raises by an increment of
⎪
⎨
2
Casson parameter also observed. Some utmost nearly ear
ij =
(1)
⎪
pz
⎪
lier literature review on these kinds of studies may be
⎪
⎪
⎩ 2 B + 2 eij   < c
attained in.16–22
c
An inquiry of heat transfer over MHD fluid flow is
pz is known as fluid yield stress.
very important by the impacts of magnetic fields. Later,
At this point,  = eij eji and i jth denotes the rate
viscoelastic MHD flow study is conducted over a stretchof deformation factor of eij ,  denotes product of deforing surface together ohmic and viscous dissipations was
mation rate itself, c denotes the non-Newtonian model
evaluated by Babaelahi et al.23 and noticed the impact of
critical value, Casson fluid plastic dynamic viscosity is
electric field temperature by using the effect of magnetic
denoted as B and fluid yield stress is denoted as pz . Physstrength. Furthermore, Khan24 conducted a detail matheical problem corresponding to this literature exhibited in
matical study on the MHD viscous flow over a shrinking
Figure 1.
sheet by means of the effects of injection or suction in
The external force
two-dimensional flow of boundary layer. A detail study on
f = J × B
(2)
Casson nanofluid flow over a shrinking sheet by means
In the above Eq. (1), the density of current J =
of MHD and condition of convective heat exchange is
25
26
0 E + V × B and magnetic field strength is denoted as B
evaluated thoroughly by Haq et al. Later, Abbas et al.
and
defined as B = 0 B0  is applied normal to the system,
conducted a detail study by taking the stagnation point
electric
conductivity is 0 and electric field is E. Under
flow over shrinking or stretching surface under the effect
the
thought
of attractive Reynolds number so little, outer
of MHD to analyze the feature of heat transfer under the
electric
field
is supposed to be zero and the caused maginfluence of slip, in this study theyIP:
utilized
the dual solu95.175.65.65
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field
is in
significant contrasted through the applied
tions to analyze. Boundary layer corresponding
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field.
Consequently,
the Hall effect is ignored.
Delivered
flow over a stretching sheet with heat sink or source
was by Ingenta
By
using
above
conditions,
system of governing equaanalyzed by Madhu and Kishan.27 Shateyi et al.28 used the
tions is18 22
effect of viscous dissipation in their study to examine the
u
u
u1
features of heat exchange of Casson fluid flow over an
+ 2+ 3 =0
(3)
x
y
z
unsteady permeable stretching sheet. Propagation of heat

 2
through stretching sheet related to Casson fluid and stag1
u1
u1
u1
u1
B02
1
+
+
u
+
u
=
u1
−
u
1
2
3
nation point of MHD fluid flow was studied by Afify and
x
y
z
z2
29
30
El-Aziz. Gangadhar et al. conducted a examination by
− u1
(4)
taking working fluid as Casson fluid by means of magnetic
kp
effect. Later, influence of thermo diffusion effect on MHD
Casson fluid flow through a tensile sheet of non - flatness
was analyzed by Gangadhar et al.31 Few current efforts in
this direction can be specified through32–55 and numerous
studies therein.
As per the knowledge of authors, there is no document
regarding heat transfer analysis corresponding to Casson fluid through porous linearly stretching sheet together
MHD flow by the influence of thermal slip and heat sink
or source using numerical technique SRM. Every one of
the mathematical perceptions is appeared in graphs and
tables to examine the flow and heat characters.
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u2
u
u
+ u2 2 + u3 2 =
x
y
z

u1


1+
−

u1

kp

1



2

u2
B02
u2
−
2
z

u2

(5)

 2T
T
T
T
Q
+ u2
+ u3
=
+ 0 T − T  (6)
2
x
y
z
cp z
cp

with boundary constraints

z →   u1 → 0

u2 → 0

T → T 

(7)
(8)

where u1 , u2 and u3 represents velocity components along
x y and z axis and Casson fluid parameter
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= B 2c /pz

(9)

Mathematical solution obtained by introducing dimensionless coordinates:
u1 = ax

In the Eqs. (11)–(15) the non-dimensional constants are
the stretching sheet ratio parameter c, heat source or sink
parameter Q, porosity parameter , magnetic parameter 
and thermal slip parameter , Prandtl number Pr. They
are, respectively, defined as:
M=
c=

z = 0  u1 = Uw x = ax u2 = vw x = by
 
T

u3 = 0 T = Tw + D1
z

df

d

u2 = by

dg

d
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B02

a
b

a

=

Q=

akp

Q0

acp



Pr =

cp



 = D1 a/

(16)

Along x axis and y axis directions, skin friction coefficient
expressions are indicated by Cfx and Cfy . They are
Cfx =

wx

u2w

Cfy =

wy
u2w

(17)

where wx andwy represents shear stress in x- axis and
y-axis directions.


1 d2f
Cf1 = Rex1/2 Cfx = 1 +

d2 =0


1 d2g
Cf2 = Rex1/2 Cfy = 1 +
(18)
d2 =0

Here, Rex = uw xx/ varies with uw x, Rex represents
local Reynolds number and uw x represents stretching
u3 = − a/ f IP:
+ cg
velocity.
95.175.65.65 On: Fri, 22
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T − T
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as
Tw − T
d
(19)
Nu = Rex−1/2 Nux = −
d =0
Making use of dimensionless values (10), system of governing equations together boundary constraints takes the
form
3. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM


 2
An efficient numerical technique SRM was suggested by
1 d3f
d2f
df
1+
+ f + cg 2 −
Motsa and Makukula.56 After applying the proposed strat3
d
d
d
egy on Eqs. (11)–(15) they can be written as
df
=0
(11)
− M + 
dfr+1
d
= pr+1  fr+1 0 = 0
d

 3
 2
2
1 d g
d g dg
1+
+ f + cg 2
dgr+1
= qr+1  gr+1 0 = 0
d3
d d
(20)
d
dg


=0
(12)
− M + 
dp
1 d 2 pr+1
d
+ fr + c gr  r+1
1+
2
d
d
1 d2
d
2
+ Q = 0
(13)
+ f + cg
− M +  pr+1 = pr+1
(21)
Pr d2
d

 2
dq
1 d qr+1
+ fr + c gr  r+1
1+
Altered boundary conditions are shown in Eqs. (14)
d2
d
and (15)
2
− M +  qr+1 = qr+1
(22)
df
2
 = 0  f = 0
= 1 g = 0
d r+1
d
d
+ Pr fr + c gr  r+1 + Pr Q r+1 = 0 (23)
d2
d
dg
d
= c  = 1 +  
(14)
For the iteration scheme described above, boundary cond
d
straints are taken as
df
dg
→ 
= 0
= 0  = 0
(15)
pr+1 0 = 1 qr+1 0 = c
d
d
60
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r+1 0 = 1 + 
pr+1  = 0

dr+1 0

d

(24)

qr+1  = 0

r+1  = 0 (25)

Chebyshev spectral collocation technique utilized to evaluate the solution of the System (20)–(23) and computing interval transmitted from 0 L to −1 1 by taking
 = L + 1/2 and in this domain the SRM is executed.
where L means at  invoke the boundary constraints. The
purpose of utilizing spectral collocation strategy is to recognize the matrix = and this framework is worked to find
out the unknown variables derivatives at grid points. From
all these we have the following vector product form:
N
fr+1
=
Dlk fr k  = Dfr 

k=0

l = 0 1 2    N

(26)

f0  = 1 − e− 
q0  = ce− 

p0  = e−  g0  = c − ce− 


(38)
1
0  =
e− 
1+

and these random functions gratify the boundary constraints. Convergence was achieved by applying this iteration continuously. Infinity norm of convergence of SRM
method is characterized as
Er = Max fr+1 − fr   pr+1 − pr   gr+1 − gr  
qr+1 − qr   r+1 − r 

(39)

By the increasing of number of grid points N , efficiency of
the scheme was established, and the grid points increased
up to the solutions are consistent and more increment of
Here, derivative order represented by p. By using spectral
grid points does not alter the solutions.
method to the system (20)–(23), we collect
rate of SRM technique naturally enhances
IP: 95.175.65.65 On: Fri, 22Convergence
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by
the
utilization
Copyright: American Scientific Publishers of the technique successive overDelivered byrelaxation
Ingenta (SOR) to the system (33)–(37). Controlling
A2 pr+1 = B2  pr+1 N  = 1 pr+1 0  = 0
(29)
relaxation parameter  introduced to converge in the
framework of SOR and the SRM technique is modified to
(30)
A3 g r+1 = B3  gr+1 N  = 0
find X and this one is
A4 q r+1 = B4  qr+1 N  = c qr+1 0  = 0
(31)
AXr+1 = 1 −  AXr +  B
(40)
N

A5  r+1 = B5 

DN k r+1 k  − r+1k  = −1


k=0

r+1 0  = 0

(32)

Here,
A1 = D B1 = pr+1 
(33)


1
A2 = 1 +
D2 + diag fr + cgr  D − M +  I 
2

B2 = pr+1

(34)

A3 = D B3 = qr+1 
(35)


1
D2 + diag fr + cgr  D − M +  I 
A4 = 1 +
2

B4 = qr+1

(36)

A5 = D2 + Prdiag fr + c gr  D − Q I
B5 = 0
J. Nanofluids, 10, 58–66, 2021

(37)

By using SOR technique, exactness and efficiency of SRM
was improved and the outcomes in the next section shown
for  < 1.
 
Table I. Skin-friction coefficient − 1 + −1 f  0 assessment with
22
42
Mahanta and Shaw and Nadeem et al. c = 05.
 
− 1 + −1 f  0
M



0


5
1

10
10


5
1

0

0.5
0

0.5
1.0
100  0
100 5
1
0.5

Present Results Mahanta and Shaw22
1.093257
1.197426
1.545870
1.836083
3.342023
3.660730
4.725982
4.830598
4.932999
10.05892
11.018182
14.224412
14.259519

1.093257
1.197426
1.545870
1.836083
3.342023
3.660730
4.725982
4.830598
4.932999
10.05892
11.018182
14.224412
14.259519

Nadeem et al.42
1.0932
1.1974
1.5459
1.8361
3.3420
3.6610
4.7263
4.8310
4.9333
10.058
11.0182
14.2244
14.2595
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Here, grid points count is denoted as N + 1 and D is
defined as D = 2=/L, at the collocation point the function f is defined as f = f 0  f 1  f 2     f N T .
Moreover, powers of D shows the derivatives for
higher-order.
So that we have
(27)
fr p = Dp fr

In the system (26)–(28), I , diag are represents identity
matrix , diagonal matrix respectively with order N + 1 ×
N + 1, here collocation points is N , f  p q g and 
denotes values of the functions f  p q g and , separately,
when assessed at the collocation points and subscript r
represents an iteration number.
SRM technique applied to the system (24)–(25) by taking primary assumption as
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Fig. 2. Profiles of axial and transverse velocities to distinct values of .
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Fig. 4. Profiles of axial and transverse velocities to distinct values of M.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF THE
PRESENT PROBLEM

Fluids behave like Newtonian fluid to the higher estimations of Casson parameter and velocity of fluid is less
To assess the actual idea of issue, we exhibited physical
than the non-Newtonian fluid. Another one detected the
nature of axial and transverse velocity parameters with varaxial velocity is higher than transverse velocity near the
ious parameters c M   Pr  and Q which meant by
surface. Also, he noticed similar performance in momenCasson fluid parameter, porosity parameter, parameter of
tum boundary layer thickness. Temperature profile of fluid
magnetic, Prandtl number, stretching ratio parameter, therraises to the raising estimations of Casson fluid parameter
IP:or95.175.65.65
On:AFri, 22 Oct 2021 05:33:53
mal slip parameter and heat source
sink parameter.
and is Publishers
exposed in Figure 3. Boundary layer thickness as
Copyright:
numerical technique By means of SRM
system isAmerican
solved. Scientific
as the magnitude of the axial and transverse velocities
Delivered bywell
Ingenta
Obtained conclusion have a close concurrence with the
decreases with strength of magnetic field was noticed and
results of Mahanta and Shaw,22 and Nadeem et al.42 which
is exhibited in Figure 4. Physically, present results happen
was exhibited in Table I. Also, it provides an assurance
in the conductivity fluid and produce a resistant type force
of our code. Figure 2 demonstrated the effects of paramwhich is called Lorentz force. By taking into the magnetic
eter of Casson fluid on axial and transverse velocities.
field on temperature profile, we know that magnetic field
Casson fluid parameter is an opposite trend to the yield
is best source for enhance the fluid temperature which is
stress. So, yield stress related to Casson fluid decreases.
exhibited in Figure 5. Fluid velocity along the z-axis near

Fig. 3. Profile of temperature to distinct values of .
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Fig. 5. Profile of temperature to distinct values of M.
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Profiles of axial and transverse velocities to distinct values of .

Fig. 8.

Profiles of axial and transverse velocities to distinct values of c.

Fig. 7.

Profile of temperature to distinct values of .
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Fig. 9.

Profile of temperature to distinct values of c.
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the surface accelerates and a velocity of axial and transdistribution is more pronounced for decreasing values of
verse axis decelerates by introducing porosity of xy-plane
stretching parameter c and this can be shown in Figure 9.
and is observed from Figure 6. The temperature distribuThe temperature profiles are decreasing functions to thertion on porosity is shown through Figure 7. Physically, the
mal slip parameter and Prandtl number (see Fig. 10). This
reason to increase temperature profile is the restriction of
shows, no slip condition, the fluid temperature distribufluid motion by the higher values of porosity parameter.
tion longer equivalent to the stretching sheet temperature.
Figure 8 illustrates the influence of stretching ratio
Expanding slip parameter reduces the temperature since
parameter on axial and transverse IP:
velocities
of the fluid.
95.175.65.65
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05:33:53the hauling of the extending sheet
the slip
imperative,
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Stretching proportion of axial and transverse
is known
as Scientific
can be just
somewhat moved to the liquid and the risDelivered
Ingenta
stretching parameter c. For c = 0, sheet stretches
only bying
upsides of slip boundary , thermal boundary layer
along x-axis. Moreover, for c = 1, sheet stretches in two
thickness reduces. Moreover, proportion of momentum as
directions by an equivalent ratio. If c is other than o
well as thermal diffusivities results Prandtl number Pr and
and 1 then flow nature will be different in both directo the higher value of Pr, wall heat transfer increases
tions. Fluid speed diminishes along the axis and so axial
because higher values of Pr obtained by decreasing therspeed decelerates through a rising benefits of extending
mal conductivity and it reduces conduction. Accordingly,
boundary along a similar hub bearing. The temperature
there exist a corresponding reduction in thermal boundary
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Fig. 10. Profiles of axial and transverse velocities to distinct values
of .
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Fig. 12. Variations of skin friction coefficient in x-direction to distinct
M c and .

layer thickness is accomplished. The main role of Pr is
fluid compare with non-Newtonian fluid. Skin friction
to resist the cooling rate in conduction fluid. Figure 11
coefficient identified in both directions of x and y by the
exhibited temperature profile by the influence of heat sink
increasing of stretching ratio parameter. By an increase of
or source parameter. When heat source parameter is raised
porosity parameter, skin friction near the surface increases
then fluid heat increases and it produces a high thermal
in both
and is also observed from Figures 12 and
IP:
95.175.65.65
On:
Fri,
22
Oct directions
2021 05:33:53
boundary layer thickness as well as temperature. In other
Copyright:
American
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Publishers
13.
Temperature
of
the boundary layer raises by the develward heat sink parameter is the fast cooling of the surface.
Delivered byopment
Ingentaof strength of M and it raises thickness of boundFigures 12 as well as 13 both exhibited the influence
ary layer which is exhibited from Figure 14. Another perof stretching parameter c, magnetic parameter and Casson
ception distinguished through figure that for the expanding
Parameters M and on skin friction coefficient near surassessments of Casson parameter, heat move rate raises
face of the sheet. An observation identified that skin fricand furthermore found that heat move rate is additionally
tion coefficient increased in both directions by the increset apart for the circumstance of non-Newtonian liquid
ment of M and the reason behind is that increasing of
magnetic parameter gives more Lorentz force which resists
fluid flow. Friction near the wall is low to the Newtonian

Fig. 11. Profile of temperature to distinct values of Q.
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Fig. 13. Variations of skin friction coefficient in y-direction to distinct
M c and .
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Table II. Numerical values for Nu near the surface of the sheet to
distinct values of Pr andQ with M = 01 = 05  = 05 and c = 05.
Pr



Q

7.2 0.1 0.2
8
8.5
9
10
7.2 0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.1 −0.5
−0.2
0
0.2
0.3

Iter

CPU
time

Basic
SRM

Iter

CPU
time

SRM with
SOR

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

14.044718
12.723313
14.459907
6.903235
11.871474
9.142147
7.997017
9.458383
12.173383
11.981521
10.086872
12.635983
10.061801
6.091413

1.612537
1.692651
1.739951
1.785357
1.871122
1.388617
1.219303
1.086790
0.980257
2.245149
2.010222
1.826427
1.612537
1.207350

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

5.879686
5.069576
5.810142
5.887377
5.132369
5.958757
5.908561
5.711551
5.805006
5.334522
5.118415
4.055639
4.621039
4.935107

1.612537
1.692651
1.739951
1.785357
1.871122
1.388617
1.219303
1.086790
0.980257
2.245149
2.010222
1.826427
1.612537
1.207350
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In this investigation, we have exhibited the heat characteristics of electrically conducting flow of Casson fluid over a
porous linearly stretching sheet in the occurrence of thermal slip and heat sink or source. Nonlinear differential system obtained from the governing system is solved by using
numerical technique SRM. Accuracy, validity and convergence of SRM are checked by comparing the results with
Mat lab and bvp4c to some physical parameters. Some of
the outcomes of the study are
(1) For the fluid parameter effect, fluid velocity is
diminishes.
(2) For the fluid parameter effect, fluid temperature is
enhanced.
(3) For the magnetic parameter effect, fluid velocity is
diminishes.
(4) For the magnetic parameter effect, fluid temperature
is enhanced.
(5) For the heat source or sinks parameter effect, fluid
temperature is enhanced.
(6) For the magnetic parameter effect, fluid velocity is
Fig. 14. Nusselt number to distinct M c and .
diminishes as well as there is enhancement in skin friction
coefficient.
diverged from Newtonian case. Temperature distribution
(7) At the surface Local Nusselt number as well as skin
rate decreases by the effect of porosity parameter and
friction is more pronounced for non-Newtonian case than
is useful in reducing of power expenditure in stretching
that of Newtonian case.
sheet. Moreover, an identificationIP:
is 95.175.65.65
detected from On:
this Fri, 22 Oct 2021 05:33:53
Copyright: American Scientific
Publishers
By using
SOR method, rate of convergence to the SRM
figure to the highest values of c, rate of temperature
raises by Ingenta
Delivered
is improved significantly with  < 1. Results obtained in
throughout the boundary layer at all points of M.
this investigation shows that SRM technique is more powTable II calculated for local Nusselt number values with
erful and accurate in solving problems related to fluid flow.
development of physical parameters like Prandtl number
So, SRM technique is a complementary technique to the
Pr, hear source or sink parameter Q and thermal slip
methods Keller-box and Runge-Kutta methods for obtainparameter . From this table, we noticed warmth move
ing solutions to boundary layer equations.
rate increments to the more prominent upsides of Pr and
it reduces to the higher upsides of warm slip boundary.
Assuming the warmth source diminishes, heat move rate
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